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from Introduction: Hardy and The Critics 

In 1898, Thomas Hardy sent Leslie Stephens a presentation copy of Wessex Poems, 

Hardy’s first book of verse. Stephens thanked the author with this comment: “I will not try to 

criticize or distinguish, but will simply say that they have pleased me.”1 Meanwhile, the 

Saturday Review of January 7, 1899, responded to the same book: 

As we read this curious and wearisome volume, these many slovenly, slipshod, 

uncouth verses, stilted in sentiment, poorly conceived and worse wrought, our 

respect lessens to vanishing-point, and we lay it down with a feeling strong upon 

us that Mr. Hardy has, by his own deliberate act, discredited that judgement and 

presentation of life on which his reputation rested. It is impossible to understand 

why the bulk of this volume was published at all—why he did not himself burn 

the verse, lest it should fall into the hands of the indiscreet literary executor, and 

mar his fame when he is dead.2 

                                                
1 Florence Emily Hardy, The Life of Thomas Hardy, 1840-1928 (London, 1962), p. 298. 

2 Anon. review, LXXXVII, 19. 
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These early reactions demonstrate the central enigma of Hardy’s poetry: it is easy to 

isolate flaws, impossible to enumerate virtues. Hardy’s enemies have always been more 

articulate and facile than his defenders. His poetry provides an unlimited arsenal of ammunition 

to turn against him, and scant defenses. The critical caricatures—Chesterton’s village atheist 

blaspheming over the village idiot, Blackmur’s sensibility violated by ideas, Maugham’s buffoon 

with a blunt pencil, Eliot’s self-indulgent, unwholesome, unedifying, diabolical Romantic, and 

Southworth’s autodidactic social-climber—remain largely unanswered. Even Hardy’s admirers 

have traditionally begun their defense by conceding that most of his poems are terrible, that his 

flaws are obvious, and that he was an uneducated, pretentious craftsman who happened to 

produce a few good poems—usually the number is around two dozen, or roughly 2½ per cent of 

his total output. These concessions are then typically defended as “finding a way to the better by 

exacting a full look at the worst”—forcing Hardy to testify against himself. As Philip Larkin has 

noted, “perhaps the oddest thing about contemporary Hardy criticism . . . is the way in which its 

mediocre perpetrators consider themselves justified in patronizing Hardy’s poems.”3 Indeed, the 

criticism of Hardy’s poetry is a strange and select literature. 

There is not much of it: three full-length books, chapters or sections of about a dozen 

general studies of Hardy, two collections of essays, scattered articles in periodicals and 

introductions to anthologies. Anybody with a tolerance for repetition and a lot of patience could 

read all the criticism of Hardy’s poetry in two or three weeks. Eliminating works that are 

essentially useless—biographical speculation,4 classification of poems according to subject,5 

pompous ruminations6—would cut the time in half (1-3). 

                                                
3 Philip Larkin, “Wanted: Good Hardy Critic,” Critical Quarterly, VIII (1966), 174-79. 

4 J. I. M. Stewart, Thomas Hardy: A Critical Biography (London, 1971). 
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* * * *  

from Architect and Heiress:  Thomas Hardy’s “Poems of 1912-13” 

 On March 7, 1870, Thomas Hardy, then a thirty-year-old architect and aspiring writer, 

arrived at Saint-Juliot, Cornwall, a “remote spot, with beautiful sea-coast, and the wild Atlantic 

ocean rolling in with magnificent waves and spray.”7  Hardy’s architectural specialty was 

restoration of Gothic buildings, and the purpose of this trip was to begin plans for the renovation 

of the parish church. The pastor’s sister-in-law was a blithe, robust woman named Livinia 

Gifford.  She and the young architect fell in love, and for three-and-a-half years they carried on 

an intermittent but intense courtship along the scenic Cornish coast. Emma’s father considered 

Hardy an upstart, beneath the Giffords, and disapproved when the couple decided to marry.  

They married anyway, on September 17, 1874, in London, with the bride’s father absent. 

 For a few years the couple enjoyed an idyllic life in Dorset.  Hardy’s literary career 

flourished, and he became famous. But the marriage soon began to suffer some tensions, which 

increased with time until, after about twenty years, at the time Jude the Obscure was published, 

they became acute. Emma turned devoutly religious, and clashed with Hardy’s agnosticism; she 

became snobbish, and refused to associate with his family; she developed literary pretensions, 

and envied his success.  Eventually she suffered spells of madness. 

 Hardy, for his part, became more and more remote from her as he found himself more 

and more in demand as the dinner guest of London’s literary ladies. The relationship 

                                                                                                                                                       
5 George Wing, Thomas Hardy (New York, 1963). 

6 Ivor Winters, Forms of Discovery (New York, 1964). 

7 Emma Hardy, Some Recollections, ed. Evelyn Hardy and Robert Gittings (London, 1960), p. 
50. 
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disintegrated into a long silence punctuated by occasional bitterness. They stayed together, 

though, until Emma’s death, after a slow decline, on November 27, 1912.  The bereavement 

severely shook Hardy, provoking intense remorse and nostalgia.  On the forty-third anniversary 

of his first visit to Saint-Juliot, only four months after Emma’s death, he revisited the Cornish 

sites of their courtship, and there was haunted by vivid and persistent memories.  The death, the 

visit, the memories, and their combined effects were commemorated in a series of meditative 

elegies called “Poems of 1912-13 Veteris Vestigia Flammae,” written by Hardy when he was 

seventy-two years old (81-82). 

* * * *  

THE VOICE 

   Woman much missed, how you call to me, call to me, 
   Saying that now you are not as you were 
   When you had changed from the one who was all to me, 
   But as at first, when our day was fair. 
 
   Can it be you that I hear? Let me view you, then, 
   Standing as when I drew near to the town 
   Where you would wait for me: yes, as I knew you then, 
   Even to the original air-blue gown! 
 
   Or is it only the breeze, in its listlessness 
   Travelling across the wet mead to me here, 
   You being ever dissolved to wan wistlessness, 
   Heard no more again far or near? 
 
    Thus I, faltering forward, 
    Leaves around me falling, 
   Wind oozing thin through the thorn from norward, 
    And the woman calling. 
 
         December 1912. 
 
* * *  
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After three-stanzas, two forward and one in reverse, the poet steps back and notices what 

is happening to him: 

 Thus I: faltering forward,  

 Leaves around me falling,  

 Wind oozing thin through the thorn from norward, 

 And the woman calling. 

 

His orderly, rational half calls his behavior following the wind. His irrational half calls it heeding 

Emma’s voice. The last two lines seem to leave the conflict unresolved, simply taking the 

alternatives and connecting them with and. But when the poet says that the wind will lead him 

through thorns, he implies that the rational path promises no solace, and indicates the direction of 

his final choice. The poet is beginning to be drawn away from a crisis of rationalist disbelief, 

toward a mystical reunification with the dead, and hence a post-rationalist affirmation (126). 

* * * 

The fourth stanza is entirely rough and irregular. The first three stanzas, though they end 

with a reversal, are primarily rapid. The fourth is not primarily anything, except, as has been 

widely noted, a rhythmic image of the poet’s confusion. It contains a spondee, dactyls, and 

trochees, arranged in such a way as to convey a clear sense of lurch. The progress is forward—

the rhythms are falling—but it is also faltering. The pattern that exists within the stanzas, 

momentum checked, in fact three parts momentum to one part check, is also the rhythm of the 

whole poem: three stanzas dominated by momentum, one by check. 

 “Poems of 1912-13” show the poet changing from a rational person to a believer in 

ghosts, and “The Voice” catches him at a crucial point midway: reason is caving in (128).
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**** 

from Conclusion:  Hardy and the Nature of the Gothic 

 When Thomas Hardy died in 1928, the executors of his estate could not decide whether 

to comply with his last wish and bury him next to Emma in Dorset, or accept for him the place of 

honor of a public tomb in Westminster Abbey. After much pondering a compromise was 

negotiated: they cut out his heart and interred it in a miniature coffin beside Emma, and 

surrendered the rest of him to Poets’ Corner.8 Had Hardy’s biography been one of his own 

novels, with himself as protagonist, he could not have contrived a more fitting end. Not only is it 

a cogent emblem of his divided self—inner strenuousness, wild Wessex spontaneity coming to 

rest beside Emma, while outer symmetry, public London propriety, assumed its place in literary 

history—it is also a fittingly Gothic coda to a Gothic life (187). 

* * *   

All poetry, like all architecture, is a balance between the demands of freedom and the 

demands of form. What distinguishes the Gothic, in poems and buildings, is a simultaneous 

emphasis on each of these apparently contradictory demands: buildings that are made of heavy 

stone, contrived to seem light; poems with senselessly rigid stanzas, and idiosyncratically exact 

diction. We see Hardy’s verse as irregular, personal, iconoclastic, and are then disappointed to 

see it is also formulaic. We note his unpretentious innocent clumsiness, and are then shocked at 

his tooled precision and subtle craft. Neither of these oppositions should be a surprise. Gothic 

                                                
8 Florence Emily Hardy, The Life of Thomas Hardy, 1840-1928 (London, 1930). 
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structure not only allows for them, it insists on them. Form does not follow function, to produce 

stark simplicity, nor does function follow form to produce senseless elaboration. Form and 

function call attention to each other, and the result is a statement about the limits of each: pure 

expression, pure freedom, pure spontaneity, pure inner strenuousness, will end up a bodyless 

heart in a precious provincial coffin; pure function, pure order, pure architecture, pure outer 

symmetry will end up a heartless cadaver in a public tomb. Both are dead. Life comes only when 

the two are locked in evident struggle (194). 

 


